
QR Trails

This is one of the
stops on our

route lets find
out what Mary
has to tell us!

1.1



Let’s crack the code to reveal what the
special gift is that Jesus Promised. The
code is Special_gift let’s get cracking.  

 
Special_gift 

QR Trails

Code Cracking

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Once you have managed to crack the code get hoping

onto the next QR code!

KS1 - Hop on 2 feet until you find the next QR code
KS2 - Hop on 1 foot until you find the next QR code

1.2



The name for animals that lives in
peoples houses. _ _ _ 
What body part helps us to hear? _ _ _ 
Where do birds lay eggs? _ _ _ _ 
What is the opposite of a short person?
_ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _   
What is the word that explains when
you shout in an empty room and you
hear you voice back? _ _ _ _ 
Common household pet that is not a
dog? _ _ _ 
A fruit that is named the same as the
colour of it.  _ _ _ _ _ _  
A large piece of fabric on a boat. _ _ _ _ 
What do you use to dry yourself after a
swim? _ _ _ _ _ 
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QR Trails

2.1

answer the Questions



QR Trails

Once you have
answered the

questions scan
the code!

Once you have managed to build the word why don't
we skip to our next QR Code!

Everybody - Skip

2.2



QR Trails

Let's see what
Peter has to say!

To the next QR Code.....Let's walk in slow motion!

Everybody - Slow Motion
3.1



QR Trails

Let's see what
Thomas has to

say!

I want to see those knees really high when you move
on to another QR code!

Everybody - High knees 4.1



QR Trails

That woman looks
like she just went

for a swim, let
speak to her!

Robots Assemble! Mission next QR code!

Everybody - Robot walking!

5.1



use things that you find around you to
make the shape of a flame, just like the
flames that appeared on the heads of
Jesus’ friends when they received the
special gift from God. Only use things
that you can take without damaging

nature.

QR Trails

Walk backwards as you look for your next QR code.

Everybody - Walk backwards carefully

6.1

Nature Activity

We would love to
see your flame!



Imagine that you are a disciple or
friend of Jesus. You are feeling sad

because your friend has died but
then he appears right in front of you.
HE IS ALIVE. Act out how you would

react when you saw your friend
again. 

QR Trails

Who did the best act it out? They are the leader in this
bit!

Everybody - Follow the leader, do what they do!

7.1

Act it Out


